Effect of rapidly relaxed electron spin anisotropically coupled to nearby nuclear partners.
In practice, many situations arise when a perturbed nuclear spin relies upon the aid of a rapidly relaxed spin neighbor in order to realize thermal equilibrium. Conventional treatments view the efficiently relaxed spin as part of the 'lattice', invoke the secular approximation, and consider the associated time correlation of the lattice variables, phenomenologically. Recently, an ab initio perturbative approach has been proposed for investigation of these spin systems. In this work, a similar formalism is applied to the scenario, in which nuclear spin relaxation is effected via an anisotropically coupled, efficiently relaxed, spin. Interesting conflicts with standard theory are revealed. Furthermore, although left mostly unexplored, this approach lends insight into numerous related aspects of magnetic relaxation including separation of timescales, distinction between spin and spatial averaging, paramagnetic relaxation, Curie spin relaxation, and the dynamic frequency shift.